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Level 1: Very poor 

Level 2: Insufficient: to manage 

health 

Level 3: Sufficient: to manage 

health 

Level 4/5: Proficient 



X2 = 11.3, p<0.01 
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Design: Pre-post exploratory study  

Setting and participants: 4 general practices in 

disadvantaged communities  

Intervention: Patient screening, provider training, 

clinical record audit and facilitation visits.  

Data collected: Semi-structured interviews and 

surveys of general practice physicians and nurses 

and record audit at baseline and 3 months  

Analysis: Mixed method and case study 

analysis. 
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After the intervention, both PNs and GPs agreed that patients may feel 

overwhelmed with preventive education therefore giving patients 

printed materials to take from the consultation.  

I think this is very important …giving them literacy materials when go 

back, most importantly ask them to come back to ask questions if they 

don’t understand (GP ) 

 

They also reported using communicative strategies such as simplifying 

information into three to five dot points, acquiring materials in 

languages other than English and asking open ended questions.  

but I think we have to make the time… simplifying it to 5 points 3 points 

5 points something like that write it down on a piece of paper… The 

aim is always to simplify information, ask open ended questions 

motivate the patient reflect upon so they take away the message a bit 

more holistically(GP) 
 



There were three main approaches to providing preventive education: 

 

A tailored approach adjusting to the needs and capacity of the patients 

(although not specifically to health literacy).   

 

A reinforcement approach repeat and review preventive messages with the 

patients.  If you’re talking about people with low literacy you’ve got to do it 

in a repetitive manner for them to get it and take on that information on 

board (PN) 

 

A compliance approach tended to focus on importance of checking risk 

factors and compliance with guideline recommendations.  [To encourage 

lifestyle change] I check the sugar levels, check the weight, bodies, weight, 

see if you don’t follow the dietary plan yeah.(PN) 

 

These basic approaches did not change after the intervention.  



Referral to other services was considered in the context of the GP or PNs 

overall approach to preventive care.  For example a number of reinforcement 

clinicians saw referral primarily as an opportunity to repeat messages.  

I guess the people that I refer to do speak the languages I guess and um 

spend more time with them and I guess in a way reinforce what I say in a more 

specific way and can tell them exactly, and I think they do need that time for the 

information to sink in, the repetition ..(GP 2) 

 

After the intervention some tailored  clinicians recognised that those with poor 

health literacy required assistance in navigating the referral process. 

I think if they have low literacy you’ll have to make the appointment for them I 

think that’s the best to help them, they will get confused, won’t remember, 

probably wont make the appointment but you make the appointment for them, 

this is when you got to go, where you got to go. (PN) 
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